ROCK WRITING
Nature Craft

Make fun sentences about your favorite animals and special places in nature. Make it a game by putting all your rocks in a bag and pick 6-8 rocks. Try to make a sentence using only the rocks you picked!

You will need:
15-20 small to medium rocks

- Collect 15-20 small and medium sized rocks. Flat, smooth, light colored rocks work best.
- Wash the rocks to remove all the dirt and let them completely dry.
- Use a Sharpie to write words on both sides of each rock. Come up with creative words including your favorite animals and nature words.
- Make sure to include verbs, adjectives, adverbs and a lot of connector works (like, at, by the, so, if, they, etc.)
- Leave some sides of your rocks blank so you can add in new words as you start making your sentences.
- Variation: write a letter on each rock to work on spelling words.